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Background & Motivation
✤

HPC systems are driven toward to heterogeneous systems where accelerators such as GPUs,
FPGAs and advanced memory technologies such as 3D-stacked memory have been integrated to
traditional CPU-based architecture to overcome the scalability limit.

✤

Traditional HPC applications together with emerging ML/DL applications continuously demand
for increased performance, forming a wide landscape of resource requirements.

✤

Current job scheduler and resource management system allocate resources to applications in units
of statically configured nodes.
✤

Not every application will be profitably use these specialized accelerators or even “traditional” resources.

It is demanding to have data-driven analyses on existing HPC systems to evaluate current system
configurations:
1. To have impact on making future procurement decisions and,
2. To guide future research on new resource allocation strategies and new techniques to improve the sub-system
utilization.
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Resource Utilization on Perlmutter

[1]
Perlmutter

✤

✤

✤

GPU-accelerated and CPU-only nodes meet
the needs of large scale simulation and data
analysis from experimental facilities

CPU-only nodes
AMD EPYCTM
Milan CPUs

GPU-accelerated nodes
A100 “Ampere” NVIDIA GPUs
Tensor Cores

Single-tier All-Flash Lustre based HPC file
system, 6x Cori’s bandwidth
Dedicated login and high memory nodes to
support complex workflows
Cray “Slingshot” - High-performance,
scalable, low-latency Ethernet compatible
network

All-Flash Platform
Integrated Storage
35 PB, 5+ TB/s

✤

✤

“Slingshot” Ethernet Compatible
Interconnect

✤
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Workflow Nodes
High-memory Nodes

User Access (Login) Nodes

External Filesystem & Networks

GPU-accelerated nodes (over 1,500):
✤
4x NVIDIA A100 Ampere GPU
✤
4x 40 GB HBM-2 (GPU memory)
✤
1x AMD “Milan” CPU (64 cores)
✤
256 GB DRAM (Host memory)
CPU-only nodes (over 3,000):
✤
2x AMD “Milan” CPU (128 cores)
✤
512 GB DRAM

[1] https://www.nersc.gov/systems/perlmutter

Phase 1
No.5 in Top500 list

Phase 2

Data Collection
✤

✤

LDMS[2] (Lightweight Distributed
Metric Service) collects system-level
metrics, such as memory usage, I/O
operations, power consumption, etc.
DCGM (Data Center GPU Manager)
collects GPU-side metrics, such as
GPU utilization, GPU memory
utilization (Framebuffer) and NVlink
traffic, etc.

✤

Each metric collected in each day is
saved in a separate file.

✤

The metrics are collected at 0.1 Hz, or
at an interval of 10s.
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Compute Nodes

Aggregation Node(s)

Storage Node(s)

Compute
Node
LDMS Sampler
CPU Nodes

Aggregation
Node
Metrics Aggregator

Compute
Node

CSV files

LDMS & DCGM Sampler

GPU Nodes

[2]: Agelastos, Anthony, Benjamin Allan, Jim Brandt, Paul Cassella, Jeremy Enos, Joshi Fullop, Ann Gentile et al. "The lightweight distributed metric service: a scalable infrastructure for continuous monitoring of large scale computing systems and applications." In SC'14: Proceedings of the International Conference for High Performance Computing,
Networking, Storage and Analysis, pp. 154-165. IEEE, 2014.

Data Processing
✤

✤

time

Merge CSVs with Sacct info and generate
parquet files that contain job-level metrics.
Job step info is encoded into integers
instead of represented as strings.
def _step_converter(step):
if step == 'extern':
return 0xFFFFFFFC
elif step == 'batch':
return 0xFFFFFFFB
elif step == 'interactive':
return 0xFFFFFFFA
else:
return int(step)

✤
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Node-level analysis utilizes raw metrics;
Job-level analysis utilizes merged metrics.

ProducerName

mem_free

timestamp

node_type

0

1655251200

nid001517

229331588

2022-06-15 00:00:00

gpu,ss10

1

1655251210

nid001517

228761348

2022-06-15 00:00:10

gpu,ss10

2

1655251220

nid001517

229257572

2022-06-15 00:00:20

gpu,ss10

3

1655251230

nid001517

229265100

2022-06-15 00:00:30

gpu,ss10

4

1655251240

nid001517

229276076

2022-06-15 00:00:40

gpu,ss10

Raw metrics in CSV files

time

ProducerName

mem_free

jobid

step

timestamp

node_type

0

1655251200

nid001512

237882296

2360756

4294967291

2022-06-15 00:00:00

gpu,ss10

1

1655251210

nid001512

237885328

2360756

4294967291

2022-06-15 00:00:10

gpu,ss10

2

1655251220

nid001512

237807436

2360756

4294967291

2022-06-15 00:00:20

gpu,ss10

3

1655251230

nid001512

237753328

2360756

4294967291

2022-06-15 00:00:30

gpu,ss10

4

1655251240

nid001512

237767792

2360756

4294967291

2022-06-15 00:00:40

gpu,ss10

Metrics merged with job info in parquet files

Metrics of Interest
DCGM Metric Name

Description
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Vmstat Metric Names

Description

Mellanox Metric Names

Description

board_limit_violation',

Throttling duration due to board limit constraints (in us)

procs_r',

The number of runnable processes (running or waiting for run time)

device',

The network device name

correctable_remapped_rows',

Number of remapped rows for correctable errors

procs_b',

The number of processes blocked waiting for I/O to complete.

hw_counters_rx_read_requests',

The number of received READ requests for the associated QPs.

dec_utilization',

Decoder utilization (in %)

mem_swpd',

the amount of virtual memory used (incorrect, readings are always 0)

hw_counters_rx_write_requests',

The number of received WRITE requests for the associated QPs.

ecc_dbe_aggregate_total',

Total number of double-bit persistent ECC errors

mem_free',

the amount of idle memory

hw_counters_rx_atomic_requests',

The number of received ATOMIC request for the associated QPs.

ecc_dbe_volatile_total',

Total number of double-bit volatile ECC errors

mem_buff',

the amount of memory used as buffers

ecc_sbe_aggregate_total',

Total number of single-bit persistent ECC errors

mem_cache',

the amount of memory used as cache

hw_counters_local_ack_timeout_err',

The number of times QP's ack timer expired for RC, XRC, DCT QPs at
the sender side.

ecc_sbe_volatile_total',

Total number of single-bit volatile ECC errors

swap_si',

Amount of memory swapped in from disk (/s)

hw_counters_duplicate_request',

Number of received packets. A duplicate request is a request that had
been previously executed.

enc_utilization',

Encoder utilization (in %)

swap_so',

Amount of memory swapped to disk (/s)

fb_free',

Framebuffer memory free (in MiB)

io_bi',

Blocks received from a block device (blocks/s)

hw_counters_np_cnp_sent',

The number of CNP packets sent by the Notification Point when it
noticed congestion experienced in the RoCEv2 IP header (ECN bits).

fb_used',

Framebuffer memory used (in MiB)

io_bo',

Blocks sent to a block device (blocks/s)

fp16_active',

FP16 cores busy indicator

system_in',

The number of interrupts per second, including the clock

fp32_active',

FP32 cores busy indicator

system_cs',

The number of context switches per second

The number of RoCEv2 packets received by the notification point which
were marked for experiencing the congestion (ECN bits where '11' on the
hw_counters_np_ecn_marked_roce_packets', ingress RoCE traffic) .

fp64_active',

FP64 cores busy indicator

cpu_us',

Time spent running non-kernel code

hw_counters_out_of_buffer',

The number of drops occurred due to lack of WQE for the associated
QPs.

gpu_temp',

GPU temperature (in C)

cpu_sy',

Time spent running kernel code

hw_counters_out_of_sequence',

The number of out of sequence packets received.

gpu_utilization',

GPU utilization (in %)

cpu_id',

Time spent idle

low_util_violation',

Throttling duration due to low utilization (in us)

cpu_wa',

Time spent waiting for I/O

hw_counters_packet_seq_err',

The number of received NAK sequence error packets. The QP retry limit
was not exceeded.

hw_counters_req_remote_access_errors',

The number of times requester detected remote access errors.

mem_copy_utilization',

Memory utilization (in %). Percent of time over the past sample period during which
global (device) memory was being read or written.

hw_counters_req_remote_invalid_request',

The number of times requester detected remote invalid request errors.

memory_clock',

Memory clock frequency (in MHz)

device',

The network device name

hw_counters_resp_remote_access_errors',

The number of times responder detected remote access errors.

memory_temp',

Memory temperature (in C)

rx_bytes',

bytes received

hw_counters_resp_local_length_error',

The number of times responder detected local length errors.

nvlink_bandwidth_total',

Total number of NVLink bandwidth counters for all lanes (in MB/sec)

tx_bytes',

bytes transmitted

hw_counters_req_cqe_error',

The number of times requester detected CQEs completed with errors.

nvlink_data_crc_error_count_total',

Total number of NVLink data CRC errors

hw_counters_resp_cqe_error',

The number of times responder detected CQEs completed with errors.

nvlink_flit_crc_error_count_total',

Total number of NVLink flow-control CRC errors

rx_pause_ctrl_phy',

The number of link layer pause packets received on a physical port. If
this counter is increasing, it implies that the network is congested and
cannot absorb the traffic coming from to the adapter.

tx_pause_ctrl_phy',

The number of link layer pause packets transmitted on a physical port.
If this counter is increasing, it implies that the NIC is congested and
cannot absorb the traffic coming from the network.

Ethtool Metric Names

nvlink_recovery_error_count_total', Total number of NVLink recovery errors

Description

nvlink_replay_error_count_total',

Total number of NVLink retries

pcie_replay_counter',

Total number of PCIe retries

pcie_rx_throughput'

PCIe receive bytes-per-second (incorrect, readings do not change)

pcie_tx_throughput',

PCIe transmit bytes-per-second (incorrect, readings do not change)

power_usage',

Power draw, in Watts

power_violation',

Throttling duration due to power constraints (in us)

reliability_violation',

Throttling duration due to reliability constraints (in us)

retired_pages_dbe',

Total number of retired pages due to double-bit errors

retired_pages_pending',

Total number of pages pending retirement

retired_pages_sbe',

Total number of retired pages due to single-bit errors

row_remap_failure',

Whether remapping of rows has failed

sm_active',

The ratio of cycles an SM has at least 1 warp assigned (in %)

sm_clock',

SM clock frequency (in MHz)

uncorrectable_remapped_rows', Number of remapped rows for uncorrectable errors

The ratio of number of warps resident on an SM (in %)

vgpu_instance_license_status',

vGPU License status

xid_errors'

Value of the last XID error encountered

sm_occupancy',

tx_pause_storm_warning_e The number of times the device was sending pauses for a long period
vents',
of time
The number of times the device was sending pauses for a long period
of time, reaching time out and disabling transmission of pause frames.
Tx_pause_storm_error_eve on the period where pause frames were disabled, drop could have been
occurred
nts',
DCGM Metric Cont.
sync_boost_violation',

Throttling duration due to sync-boost constraints (in us)

tensor_active',

Ratio of cycles the tensor (HMMA) pipe is active (in %)

thermal_violation',

Throttling duration due to thermal constraints (in us)

total_energy_consumption',

Total energy consumption since boot (in mJ)

✤

✤

Focus on the memory resource (HBM and DRAM)
utilization.
Memory subsystem directly impacts the
performance and cost of HPC systems[3].
✤ Memory influences the job configurations and
efficiency.
✤ Memory accounts for more than 20% of the
system cost.

[3]: Peng, Ivy, Ian Karlin, Maya Gokhale, Kathleen Shoga, Matthew Legendre, and Todd Gamblin. "A Holistic View of
Memory Utilization on HPC Systems: Current and Future Trends." In The International Symposium on Memory
Systems, pp. 1-11. 2021.

Methods
✤

✤
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CDF (Cumulative Density Function)
✤

The probability that the variable takes a value less than or equal to x.

✤

The y axis is bound to [0, 1].

Quantify the composition of the memory utilization across nodes and
jobs. E.g,:
✤

✤

How many nodes have the memory utilization less than 30% across
all time?
How many jobs have the maximum memory utilization less than
50%?

[4]: https://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda362.htm

F(x)=Pr[X≤x]=α

CPU nodes Utilization
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GPU nodes Utilization
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Job Size Distribution
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CPU nodes
<4

4-16

9.89%

11.34%

16-64

64-256

37.89% 37.92%

GPU nodes
256-512

> 512

<4

4-16

16-64

2.96%

0%

27.29%

10.09%

11.46%

GPU nodes have a larger proportion of small-scale jobs (< 4 nodes)
and extremely large-scale jobs (> 512 nodes)

64-256 256-512

> 512

40.91%

6.99%

3.26%

Node-level DRAM Utilization
425 GB
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240 GB

68 GB
68 GB

CPU nodes

GPU nodes

CPU nodes have more diverse memory
utilization than GPU nodes.

Node-level DRAM Utilization Distribution
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~154 GB

~154 GB

~74 GB

~117 GB

CPU nodes

Memory Utilization =

MemTotal - MemFree
MemTotal

GPU nodes
✤

X 100%
✤

(CPU total memory: 512 GB, GPU total memory: 256 GB)

For 90% of the time, the memory usage on both CPU and GPU nodes
does not exceed 154 GB.
GPU nodes have a more balanced memory usage comparing to CPU
nodes.

Job-level DRAM Utilization Decomposition
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Classify jobs by their memory utilization: Low: < 25%, Moderate: 25-50%. High: > 50%

22.62%

72.25%

93.07%

CPU nodes
✤
✤

5.13%

4.36% 2.57%

40.53%

30.56%

55.63%

28.91%

40.05%

GPU nodes

Memory intensive jobs likely use more nodes or run longer time.
Most of CPU jobs can be accommodated with reduced memory capacity nodes.

4.31%

Job-level DRAM Utilization Distribution

~85 GB

Jobs on CPU nodes

✤

~74 GB
~68 GB

~66 GB

✤
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Jobs on GPU nodes

Very few jobs on both CPU and GPU nodes exhaust the memory capacity.
90% of jobs have the maximum memory usage less than 85 GB.

GPU DRAM and HBM Utilization Distribution

~154 GB
~102 GB
~117 GB

(GPU total DRAM: 256 GB; total HBM: 160 GB)
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~143 GB

Job-level HBM Utilization Distribution
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~155 GB
~20 GB

(HBM for each GPU: 40 GB)

GPU HBM Utilization
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(HBM for each GPU: 40 GB; Total HBM: 160GB)

Discussion

Discussion
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✤

Memory capacity is over-provisioned. The memory per core can be reduced down to 2 GB,
i.e., 256 GB per CPU node or 128 GB per GPU node.

✤

The effects of reduced memory bandwidth need further investigation. Using High
Bandwidth Memory on host nodes could potentially resolve this issue.

✤

The money saved by reduced memory capacity can be investigated into more compute
nodes; some jobs that need large memory could request more nodes and most jobs would
not notice.
CPU nodes

~154 GB

GPU nodes

~154 GB

Discussion
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✤

For a significant percentage of time (90%), DRAM on GPU nodes is only used up to 154
GB, not exceeding to the GPU memory capacity, 160 GB.

✤

Jobs on GPU nodes are likely trying to fit within the GPU memory. This is probably
because of users do not implement an efficient data migration strategy.

✤

Increasing GPU memory is more incentive than increasing CPU memory.

~154 GB

~143 GB

Discussion
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✤

While reducing the node memory capacity, jobs exceeding the memory capacity can take
advantages of dynamic resource configurations and disaggregated memory to satisfy the
maximum memory requirement.

✤

HPC systems should be more heterogeneous, probably include nodes with large memory
or memory nodes providing shared memory pool.

✤

Compute nodes could temporarily share memory with memory intensive jobs via
disaggregated memory solutions.
Jobs on CPU nodes

~85 GB

Jobs on GPU nodes

~74 GB

Future Work

Future work
✤

Temporal and spatial memory utilization of jobs are worthy to investigate to find usage
change patterns within jobs such that appropriate memory expansion strategies can be
chosen.

✤

Analyze other metrics such as memory bandwidth, CPU/GPU utilization and network
bandwidth to have a holistic view of resource usage in node-level and job-level.

✤

Resource disaggregation-aware job scheduler: job scheduler not only have to consider the
node allocation rate but also take into account of resource usage of each sub-system and
disaggregated resources.

✤

Translate analysis results to resource disaggregation requirements:
✤

e.g., to what extent can we reduce the memory capacity without incurring significant
performance penalty?
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Thank you!
Q&A

